Lighter Side

I

I’m a Yard Sale Addict

thought I had it licked. It had been over
I was so deeply engrossed with
three years since I had the urge and I was
my search for the ultimate yard sale, I
proud of all the time and money I had
never saw my wife enter the room. For
saved. But last week, the old addiction reared
an instant, it seemed as if someone was
its ugly head and sucked me back in. It all
speaking from a distance, as I was so
started innocently enough at the breakfast
deeply engrossed in my search. Slowly,
table in my own home. I had finished casually
the voice grew louder as I emerged from
reading the morning paper and was just putmy trancelike state. “John, what are you
ting it aside when my eyes caught a back page
doing?” my wife asked. “We don’t need
column entitled “Yard Sales.” I hesitated for
any more junk. You promised me no more
just a second as tension gripped my body and
yard sales.”
my hands trembled slightly. This is ridiculous,
Jerked back to reality, I had to admit
I thought. I am a grown man and in control of
she was right and I felt like a teenage boy
by John Kasun
my own destiny. I don’t have to read these ads;
who just got caught with a copy of Playboy
it is my choice.
hidden under his bed. “There were just a
All I had to do was simply fold the paper
couple of places I wanted to check out,” I
and get another cup of coffee. But I hesitated as a voice deep stammered. “I was not really planning on buying anything; I
within my head said, “Go ahead, take a look. What can it just want to look around.”
hurt?” It was like Eve, wearing a skimpy fig leaf outfit, hand“Okay but I am going along,” she said firmly. “I absoing Adam the apple and saying, “Here, take a bite, it’s okay.” lutely don’t trust you by yourself.”
My resistance melted like snow on a hot campfire. Slowly but
Thirty minutes later, we pulled up in front of the first
surely, my eyes glanced at the first ad, then moved slowly to stop on my list. My wife and I immediately separated as she
the second ad and jumped to the third and by the time I was headed for the dishes and linens and I made a beeline for
halfway down the page, my eyes were racing ahead, search- anything that looked rust colored, with a special eye out
ing for key words like “tools,” “archery gear,” “fishing equip- for any archery gear. Like a professional shopper, I quickly
ment,” “treestands” or “workbenches.” At the end of every ad slid between the tables stacked high with goods, searching
were those words that keep a yard sale addict coming back: for that one treasure that no one had spotted yet. Stacks of
“and other things too numerous to mention.” In some ways, romance novels were sandwiched between kitchen applithose words are like the “X” on a treasure map. You just know ances and a couple of old vacuum cleaners while racks of
there is something good there. Before I realized it, I was cir- kids’ clothing on hangers lined the driveway. There were a
cling ads and ranking them in order of importance.
few old broken tools scattered under one table, along with
In some ways, yard sales are kind of like President three faded bags of lawn fertilizer and a broken spreader.
Obama’s plan to redistribute wealth, except in the case of
The physical high I felt as I exited the car moments
yard sales, they are designed to redistribute “stuff.” Yard before quickly faded as I remembered why I swore off of yard
sales consist of a number of people who are trying to get rid sales three years ago. While I had constantly searched for a
of their “stuff ” because they think (or their wives think) they pot of gold, all I ever seemed to find was a bucket of rusty
have too much “stuff.” At the same time, there is another nuts and bolts. When my first sweep of the tables produced
group of people who, for reasons only they understand, do nothing, I retraced my steps, slowing down and looking in
not think they have enough “stuff.” Each weekend, like some detail at the massive pile of “stuff.”
sort of exotic mating ritual, these two sets of people meet
My wife was right; we didn’t need any more “stuff.” I had
to exchange “stuff.” The exchange of “stuff ” is so complete no choice; I had to admit to her that yard sales were truly a
that I have known people who did not feel they had enough waste of time. Just as I turned around, she bounded up with
“stuff ” to hold their own yard sales and actually went out and several lace tablecloths draped over one arm and a lamp
bought “stuff ” to fill out their inventories for their own sales. in the other hand. “Watch these things for me,” she said,
I heard one time that if you go to Disney World and stand thrusting her treasure towards me. “I want to go back and get
in one place long enough, everyone you know will pass by. It those candlesticks I saw before that other lady spots them.” I
is the same thing with yard sale “stuff.” People may come and could see from the glazed look in her eyes that it was no use
go, live and die and buy and sell but the “stuff ” lives forever. I arguing. I knew from personal experience that you can’t talk
believe if you stood at one yard sale long enough, you would sense to a yard sale addict.
eventually see all the yard sale “stuff ” in the world, including
much of what you sold.
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